PC little society - what can we do for our members
what meetings, what papers

IBC group of smart expert people get together
interchange ideas - net of session
for benefit of members

Possibly

since '57 PE's membership total 67,000 1957 67,000

" " 67,000 1958 92,000 1960 96,000

1402, IRE TC (Stds)
7000 AIEE TC, SC1

New lot to offer each other
Automatic Control

Here were possibly Insulated Events

ACM starting to have PE of specialties

(At one time PE deemed consolidation one with other - now)
starting again

firm rules - what do we do
Nancy Zimmo - wants loose federation rather than DIV

" flexibility and freedom

Letter signed by 2 PEs technical people

TC - technically elite group - "Workshop" technical all effort
get together, closed - but talents to be preserved

New PEs should be responsible for development of technology

Arnold Cohen - Computer PE developing TC of area

But appreciated value of what other areas
Not jeopardized value of what other areas
IRE PC's would finally have TC chair
and AIEE (now whole board ITG's)

Other little societies - same differences - review procedure - standards

Enneal PE in long run

Put PC most likely use as example case one
...but the few work of out to show can be done.
- No pressure to do merger.
- Print out that 20+3 are getting together in fiscals of
- Make/for immediate absorption or for merger.
- Sort of engagement?

Internet (a) mean "consume become part of."
- TC box to fill gaps - to be responsible for excellence of Vics.

One new organization needs few levels as possible PTG to aid.
TC and PTG in same Div. (Scene on interim actions,
TC - Electronic Tube, PTG - Electronic image)

One new organization goes must and should
be considered carefully by new Board.

Clerk thinks should proceed carefully and discuss
- First until if what consolidation occur and then

Basic point is whether single or parallel organization

- Minimum number of levels
- Best to coordinate at lowest possible level.

TC new favors single line as principle.

Policy
- Professional
- Administrative simple as possible
- Staff admin of policy, not work together

Ordinarily organize group care too much
which detail organization to